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BOWLING GREEN, OHIO, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1944

The Falcon/ War Ambulance
Is Reality As BG Buys Bonds
The University's purchase of a 6000 dollar war bond
makes it possible for Bowling Green to buy four war ambulances instead of the one originally planned, John Dempsey,
student chairman of the Sixth War Loan drive, said today.
Money totaling over 1700 dollars had been collected
towards the original 1950 dollar goal by noon yesterday, but
■""
the University's purchase put the
school well over the top in the
drive.
Lt. Harold C. Bold, executive
officer of the V-12 unit, has anStudent Council has distributed nounced that the Navy men on
the campus have purchased 37
letters addressed to all organisa$25 bonds, 12 bonds over their
tions which participated in the as- quota.
sembly program contest last year
The drive was started at the
to determine the extent of interest University Dec. 6 by a student
council appointed committee. The
in a similar contest this year.
Objection was raised to the con- cost of a field ambulance was set
as a goal and the faculty and stutest by some members who felt
dents were solicited. The drive
that the value received was not ends Saturday.
enough to warrant the time spent
Solicitors are Gloria Wissler, Jo
in preparation of such programs. Ann Jones, Alice Yoder, Verena
Student Council's decision will be Schumacher, Miriam Balliet, Jean
reserved however until the general
Smith, Jean Mains, Hal Potts, Pat
opinion can be determined.
Smythe, and JoOun Etsel.
As an alternative it was sugTLe student council committee
gested that a variety show might
may become inactive after the
be presented in which each par- drive.
It is considering selling
ticipating organisation would be war stamps at basketball games
responsible for a small portion of and other events during the year,
the program, and that the ashowever this will be decided desembly trophy be presented on that finitely at the next committee
basis. It was felt this would do meeting, subject to Student Counmore to promote inter-organisa- cil approval.
tional harmony and cooperation
than a series of competitive programs.
An immense saving in
time would also be effected.
A second alternative was that
the four classes present complete
assemblies or portions of a variety
by Alice Yoder
show as class projects. It was
pointed out that this would inWar-time transport a t i o n
crease the interest in the classes
problems will be more acute
as organisations, which has been
than ever Dec. 22 in Bowling
noticeably absent.
The contest was originated in Green. When 1109 civilians
1941-42 when the Commoners, now and 239 V-12 trainees are disI'IKA, were the winners with their
missed at noon for 10 days vaCommoner's Capers.
In 1942-43
cation, the bus and railroad
the Seven Sister, now Alpha Phi
won with a "Wacky Wave" pre- lines are expected to be even
more crowded than at Thankssentation.
Last year the Delta giving time.
Gammas won the assembly trophy
Arch B. Conklin, dean of stuwith their "Anchors Aweigh"
dents, states, "Those who plan to
show.
leave here on the Cincinnati and
Participants in last .year's proLake Erie buses should come to
gram were Gamma Phi Beta, my office and register for the bus
Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Gamma, they will take.
Twenty-four
Alpha Phi, and the Women's hours before vacation I will notify
the Cincinnati and Lake Erie as
Building.
Student Council would welcome to the number of students going
any other suggestions that organ- on each bus."
Dean Conklin also said that
isations or individuals might care
to make in this matter, Bob nothing can be done about making
such special arrangements on the
Crowcll, president, said.
Baltimore and Ohio railroad nor
the Greyhound Bus Line since
there is a lack of equipment. The
Office of Defense Transportation
will not permit the Greyhound
Line to run extra buses here, unless it would be for the Navy.
"Two sets of important United
States documents have been acAbout 50 can take the Baltiquired by the Library within the more and Ohio train, but no arlast year," Dr. Paul F. Leedy, rangements for extra cars can be
University librarian, said today.
made. The Baltimore and Ohio
"American State Papers; Docu- railroad has some Pullman reserments, Legislative and Executive
of Congress of the United States,"
is the first set acquired by the
Library; the second is the United
States Department of State's "Papers Relating to Foreign Relations
of the United States."
The first American state papers
originated with the first Congress
on March 3, 1789. About 1830
Congress began to realise that
early records of the republic had
been partially destroyed and there
had been very little attempt to vations left, but the New York
keep such papers systematically.
Central has no reservations open
Steps were then taken by Con- for Dec. 22.
gress to recover from various
Students can take the north
sources as many as possible of the
bound 11:42 a.m. New York Cenearly state papers.
In 1833 a program of reprinting tral, and those going south can
those papers began, and during the leave on the 2:43 p.m. New York
next 20 years approximately 40 Central.
Cincinnati and Lake Erie northlarge volumes were issued. The
library now has them in its pos- bound buses from noon on leave
session. These documents cover a here at 12:15, 1:30, 3:51, 7:30,
variety of topics including foreign and 11:00 p.m. Those going south
relations, Indian affairs, finance, leave at 2:40, 6:44, 6:34, and
10:16.
commerce, aviation, military and
naval affairs and public lands.
Traveling may be difficult for
These 40 large folios, although those 109 students here who repold and dilapitated, are invalu- resent 17 states and Canada, but
able sources of information for plans should be made immediately
the students and research scholar for holiday travel.
investigating the life in the early
Dean Conklin also suggested
days of the republic. Dr. Leedy that those who live greater dissaid.
tances from Bowling Green should
Beginning in 1861, during the take the early afternoon buses and
Civil War, the foreign relations those who do not live so far take
papers are the longest covering the later ones to avoid confusion.
innumerable aspects of
foreign
relations from that day almost to
the present. Except for two volCapita] University recently
umes, which the Library is as yet played host to 121 delegates to the,
trying to locate, the University's Ohio Valley Regional Conference
set of these papers issued by the of the International Relations
Department of State is complete. Club.

'Boy Meets GirV Goes On Stage
Tomorrow For Two-Night Stand
- Boys Meet Girls At Rehearsal - First of Year's Productions
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Two or three thingi go on *l once on the tinge during lett-minute
rehearaaU before ■ University Player's production.
Here Doreen
Stouffer, technical director, muses over the mural she is painting on the
set as members of the "Boy Meets Girl" cast go over their lines.
Jean Pugh. sophomore, is surrounded by Don Pritt.e, Gordon Ward.
Bill Treadway, and Sid Freeman, all laughing at a gag line in the
comedy.

Civilians Use Kohl In March
Coeds Take Over For 1945-46
Reduction of the number of V-12 students living in Kohl
Hall will ease the housing shortage at the University, Pres.
Frank J. Prout said today.
During the second term this-year beginning in March,
civilian men will be housed on the third floor of Kohl while
the smaller number of sailors will live on the first two floors.
Beginning in September,
4?
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J
a
uppcrclass women will take over
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The second in a series of weekly
.,
.
radio programs was g.ven over
station WFIN yesterday afternoon at 3:15 by the radio production classes, presenting the play,
.....
i . n *.,. .
. ».«•.,
"Miracle in 3-B, by Arch Obeler.
"Miracle in 3-B" is a fantasy
play, dealing with the subject of
what a modern couple would do
when confronted with a miracle.
Arch Obeler wrote the play as a
war effort, and Prof Sydney Stone,
faculty sponsor of the program,
says it „ "a decision of the war
from an individualistic point of
"XT?\ „LWas amu*!ng to note," he
added, "that a student had to play
the part of a nine months' old
DaD
yStudents who played in the program
Tuesday
were
Norman
Knisely, Pat Underhill, Alice Porter, and Eva Marie Saint.
Music was under the direction of
Ruth WiUey and Imogene Newman. The direction staff consisted
of Pat Howell, production man.ger; Virginia McClure, controls.
and Ramona Carr, Gwen Kinsey,
and Georgiana Solomon, sound.
fi
"1 np
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Social Committee
Applications have been circulated during the past week for students to fill the seven vacancies on
the Social Committee. Any person who is interested in serving
on the committee and has not been
approached may get the necessary
information from Evelyn Leach in
Dean Audrey Kenyon Wilder*a office.
Social Committee is composed

the dormitory.
Approximately 60 civilian men
" '" "on' ^rom March
to July will have to observe sev-

wno may ve

era! necessary regulations because
of the presentee of Nuvy men in
Mme buildin(?.
Tn*ey must
observe quiet hours and have
their lights out at night by 11, m
compliance with V-12 regulations
Prof. Sydney Stone, new speech
profemori win bc third floor house
director while the men are living
there.
In
September ShnUcl- Hall and
»>>« Women s Building will be used
f
f freshmen women while uppercla88
"?™n *'" st*y '" Wlll,a™
and Kohl Halls.
Probably' 260 women „will live in
thfi

Koh|

"Boy Meets Girl" by Bella and Samuel Spewak will be
presented here Thursday and Friday nights by the University
Players at 8:15 p.m. The cast of 20 characters is led by V-12's
Bill Treadway and Sid Freeman and Jean Pugh, sophomore.
When the curtain rises, the play-goers will see an uproarious farce comedy. The story played against a Hollywood
background, revolves around
simple studio waitress. She makes
an astounding announcement to
the producer and the writers
which results in quite a mix-up of
Nurle Thelma Stevenson
affairs.
said today that "there are
The setting will be very modno lice, no mice, •ad everyJohnston
ernistic and streamlined.' Doreen
thing's nice" ii
health center.
"Everything
Stouffer, Theatre technical direcis running smoothly," she
tor, has painted a mural on the
says, "... even noses.'
wall of the producer's office.
The cast includes Bill Treadway
as Robert Law; Don Prittie, Larry
Toms; Sid Freeman, J. Carryle
Benson; Grover" Biggs, Rosettl;
Gordon Ward, Mr. Friday (C. F.);
Helen Derady, Peggy; Edith Jones,
Miss Crews; Brock Broughton,
Rodney Bevan; Kenneth Keagle,
A University golf course, Green; Bob Bohl, Slade; Jean
as part of the expanded physi- I'ugh, Susie; Imogene Newman,
Happy's Nurse; William Jensen,
cal education department, is Doctor.
under construction east of the
D. I, Spoto, Chauffeur; Normain campus, Dr. Frank J. man Kniseley, Young Man;
Prout, president, officially an- Williard Wood, Studio Officer;
nounced today.
Janet Jacobs, Miss Simmons;
Bettc Jeanne Nelson, First Nurse;
The project is being done
economically, Dr. Prout said, be- Eva Mini.' Saint, Second Nurse;
cause of the small amount of work Olan Dunlap, Major Thompson;
necessary to turn the plot of Norm Kniseley, The Voice of Hollywood; Bob Bohl, Radio Anground into a golf course.
In the past, the varsity golf nouncer; and D. J. Spoto, B. K's
team and physical education class- Voice.
All seats for the play are rees in golf had to practice at the
Bowling Green municipal course served. Activities cards may be
presented
for one seat check for
in the City Park a mile and a half
Anyone who does
from the campus. Now it will be either night.
possible for both these students not have an Ac card may purand others who are interested in chase tickets for 60 cents each,
golf as recreation to play on the Including tax.
Box office will be located in the
University course.
Well today, and at the Auditorium
door Thursday and Friday. The
following hours will be observed:
Wednesday, 9 to 11, and 1 to 4;
Thursday, 9 to 11, 1 to 4, and 7
to 8:30; Friday, 9 to 11, and 7
to 8:30.
Bowling Green's debate team
tied for second place with Ohio
University in the "A" division at
the Women's Intercollegiate Debate Conference Tournament at
Capital University in Columbus,
Dec. 8 and 9.
In accord with the Christmas
Allegheny College, Meadville, tradition on campus, Treble Clef
Pa.,
took
first
place
winning
9
and
1946,
will again give its annual concert.
losing X debates. Bowling Green The choir of 100 voices will sing
and Ohio University won 8 and Wednesday, Dec. 20, in the Audilost 4.
torium of the Ad building. The
Members of the affirmative stage decorations will center
team were Alice White and Mar- around a tree, and the women will
tha Transue, who won from Alle- dress formally.
gheny, Wooster, Ohio Wesleyan,
Under the direction of Dr.
and lost to Earlham, Ohio Univer- James Paul Kennedy, the choir
sity, and Toledo.
Mary Ann brings Miss Maribeth Kitt, new
Koeppe and Aurclia Christea of violin instructor, to the stage with
the negative won from Witten- a violin obligato to the Bachberg, Denison, Capital, Muskin- Gounod "Ave Maria."
Jeanne
gum, Kent and lost to Toledo.
Olewiler will again solo in "Silent
Members of the affirmative in Night"
A group of solo voices will do
the "B" tournament were Doreen
Stouffer and Betty Ruth Krabill the verse to Adam's "0 Holy
Night."
Irving Berlin's "White
who won three and lost none.
Pat_ Meil and Virginia Keller of Christmas" and "God Rest Ye
Merry, Gentlemen" feature soprathe "negative won one and lost 2.
Twelve colleges were represent- no descants. Also included In the
program are "To Thee Jehovah"
ed at the tournament.
by Bach; "O Glorious Rose," Praetorius; "Whence Comes This Rush
of Wings Afar" and "Ye Watchers
and Ye Holy Ones;" Handel's "Joy
To the World;" Harrington's
"There's a Song in the Air;"
"Carol of the Bells;" Leontivich's
The autumn issue of the Alumni J-'Deck the Halls;" "Jingle Bells;"
Magazine has just come off the "I'll Be Home for Christmas," and
press. This quarterly publication Sullivan's "Onward Christian Solhas been sponsored for four years diers."
by the Alumni Association. Dr.
Walter A. Zaugg. chairman of the
alumni committee, is editor-in- Distribution Plan Is
chief.
Success, Newt Staff Say*
The new issue has for its theme
the 30 years' anniversary of the
Have you noticed the supreme
founding of Bowling Green. A luxury of having your Bee Gee
brief review of the progress of the News delivered? According to the
University since its beginning in circulation staff it eliminates those
September, 1914, highlights the "knock down and drag out" Wedback cover.
nesday mornings in the Well. SecBoth faculty members and the ond; it makes sure that every stualumni make contributions to the dent receives a paper.
magazine. Alumni news items toThe circulation staff has also
gether with the biographical facts just announced the number of
about the faculty are of especial paid mail subscriptions for this
interest to readers, Dr. Zaugg said. year. Of. these 60 per cent are
being mailed overseas with the
At the University of Akron the number increasing every day.
independents have an organization The entire subscription list of stuof their own to promote non-fra- dent plus the other categories, now
ternity participation in campus ac- gives the paper a total circulation
tivities.
of over 1600.

new est &
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»„d USCM! by civilian men until a»jly,
,943 whcn it waa takm ovcr b
the Navy y-12's.
in addition to relieving the
housing shortage, the presence of
coeds in Kohl Hall will help the
dining room-board situation, President Prout said.
Because of
larger and more modern kitchen
and din
'ngr room facilities there,
off-campus women and those living
,n
.th.e, *•"«8 B«»'<»n8 w'»
Probably eat there,
According to Dean A. B. Conklln
- '[> charge of housing, approxi">»tely 275 coeds live off-campus
now. This is a smaller number
than last year because fewer Bowl'ng Green residents want college
students to live with them, he said.
of ten students and live faculty
members. Dean Wilder is chairman of the comittee.
Faculty
members are Miss Gertrude Eppler, Dr. Waldo Steidtmann, Dr.
Clare Martin, Dean A. B. Conklin,
and Lt. Harold C. Bold. Then ten
student members are selected by
Students Council. They include
four sophomores, three juniors,
two seniors, and one V-12 representative. Evelyn Leach is secretary to Social Committee.
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Conspicuous By Absence
Assemblies at Bowling Green this year have been
conspicuous by their absence.
Because of the large amount of money spent in
order to have the Cincinnati Symphony play here,
the first semester assembly fund is depleted, according to Prof. John Schwarz, head of the assembly
committee.
For this reason, It has been impossible to
schedule paid speakers to talk to the student body
during the first term. This is only right; we have
sacrificed quantity of assemblies for quality.
There is, however, demand for assemblies by the
students. They want to get together in a united
group. They do not demand high-priced speakers
who are sometimes inferior to their advance press
notices. They would be completely satisfied by programs presented at very little or no cost.
The assembly committee could draw from the
ranks of the faculty for speakers. A great many
professors at the University are capable speakers
on a variety of subjects. Even some students could
put on programs, not necessarily of a variety show
nature, which would interest the student body.
Many speakers from nearby Toledo or Detroit or
from Bowling Green itself would be welcomed by
the University.
In the past, the committee in charge has done
a splendid job. Last year's assemblies were excellent.
We don't want expensive Maj. George Fielding
Elliots or Jan Valtins . . . but we do want assemblies.

Have You a Nest-egg?
Be practical.
Look at war-bond-buying from a down to
earth, common sense point of view.
Invest three dollars. In ten years you
have four.
That is good
business from
anyone's viewpoint.
With wa:
bonds yo
can't lose
Your money is
muchsafer
when Uncle
Sam is using it
than it is
hoarded away
in a sock. It is
just as safe as
in the nation's
most reputable
Nary War
bank. •
And it if "For a while I was rather hopeeasily available ful we could use these War
in case of an Bonds to send Osato through
emergency and Bowling Green."
the necessity
to cash it in. After 30 days, the bond may
be redeemed in any bank for the original
value plus any interest which may have accumulated.
In addition to, and even more important
than the practical, selfish viewpoint, there is
the patriotic way to look at the question. By
buying bonds you are winning the war, curbing inflation, and building up a nest-egg
which you can use when the war is won.

Winter Wonderland
It mskaa us (••! young again. We mean
• now, of course. Remember when you ware a
little kid and usod to Ha flat on your back in
the snow, wave your arms above your head,
than gat up carefully and look at the angal you
bad created? It's a temptation to try It again
on your way to clan, isn't It?
And wouldn't it be fun to have a sled bare—
If Wood County only bad a hill I On second
thought—we don't need a hill. There's always
the time-worn practice characteristic of this
motorised generation of "hitching" rides on
the backs of cars.
Snow suggests so many things: Long afternoons spent building huge and wonderful snow
man, igloos, and fortt. Tramps through the
woods looking for footprints of rabbits and
• quirrrli.
Coming home to a log fire and
steaming hot chocolate.
Department store
Santa Clauses. Christmas wreatha and magic
Christmas trees.
Even If we can't revert to childhood just for
a moment, these are happy memories as we
walk across a snow-covered campus and dream
that someday our own children will enjoy the
same winter wonders that we used to know.
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147 Clocks Are Synchronized
In All University Buildings
By Bernard Block, A/S

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER IS, 1944

Nestward, Ho!

The Clocks Are Fast
TIME WATTS FOR NO ONE

In the middle of class ska looked at her
. Wendell Hagen, V-12, made a profound watch and exclaimed, "I have tan minutes of.
and powerful statement last week about the
Is that right?"
"That's right," agreed
campus clock situation. "There's only one everyone and picked up his books and
clock at Bowling Green that's right," said walked oat,
Hagen. "That one is right twice a day—
and that's because it's stopped." How true. WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE
Except in the showers of the Delta Gam(As we go to press—the clocks have been
end, this tremendous job of settinr/
ma house. It's been going on for weeks
147 clocks was undertaken by the fixed, but now they're three minutes fasti now. Almost any time of the night you can
University electrician, Irvin Mc- Just thought we'd warn you.)
find the D. G.'s running across campus in
Crorry.
POSIES
their little nighties in search of a hot shower,
Saturday morning the circuit
By Bob Bashore, A/S
courtesy of neighbors Alpha Xi, Alpha Phi,
A Chi O Ruth Proudfoots been deluged
connecting the master clock in the
Dedicated this week to popcom, library with the other clocks in the with armfuls of flowers, all sent via cable and Women's Building. Nothing quite like
father of all corny jokes.
campus buildings was closed. The from England from a Gl with whom she's
inviting a good case of pneumonia in this
Commercial ...
clocks were then set at a certain
weather.
"May I hold your palm, time, which took the greater part been corresponding. Only Snag . . . she's
Olive?"
never seen the guy.
of a morning.
WANNA FIGHT?
"Not on your life, boy."
The time-piecea vary from six
The Baa Gaa News staff hereby challenges
Ruth Barnum Edwards was all orchid on
Slogan of the gagman ...
feet to 30 feet high on the walls of
tka Key staff to a snow ball brawl today in
"Is this quip absolutely ne- the rooms and hails. The clocks bar first wadding anniversary last weak.
front of the Ad building at 4:15. Loser.
cessary?"
in the library are the highest. For So now ska's withdrawn to be with her
have to treat the winners at tka Nest after. . . And then there was the these two clocks a special job had
husband
I
The
power
of
flowers
I
Nest-Hound who drank ten Pepsi- to be done.
wards. C'mon, yousa guys I
colas and burped 7-Up.
Rosa fever victim Jona Schneider, Delta
These clocks were not started
Overheard . . . (Shatsel Hall to again until the master clock had Gamma soph, snvexad and sneesed from a WALTZ ME AROUND AGAIN
V-12)
Orchids to waltz winners Jean Blumer
reached the time at which they had recant bouquet of roses from ex-V-12 Dick
Oh, plea.* do not kiss me.
first been stopped. In this way,
and Ed Rakusin, A/S, who won the contest
Oh, please do not kiss.
Harlg.
the cumbersome job of climbing up
at the Phratra dance last Friday. Prises
Oh, pleas* do not.
to set the hands of the clock was
were twin wallets, as in walets, you know.
BARTON'S BANGS
Oh, please do.
avoided.
Oh, please.
It's really Alpha Xi Delta Pat Barton
And more orchids to the Phratras themThe master clock sends out imOh I
pulses along a wire circuit by under all those bangs. She's been studying selves for putting on a swell dance. DecoUgh . . .
means of magnetic
impulses.
rations, orchestra—everything was tops,
Was once bio; Indian Chief,
These in turn set up an impulse in so hard end they kept growing so long they
named Shortcake.
the clocks on the University walls blurred her vision. So to make a loooong kids.
Shortcake have squaw, Ughhl and moves the minute hand.
story short, she cut them off.
Shortcake (to to battle.
NINE MORE DAYS
Since the master clock works on a
Shortcake get killed.
'Til vacation; 228 more hours, 13,648
pendulum and a series of mechani- LET'S DO THIS MORE OFTEN
Take Shortcake home.
cal self-winding devices, any powmore
minutes, and 820,800 more seconds.
It
happened
in
ona
of
Dr.
Williamson's
SQUAW-BURY SHORT- er failures in the electrical circuits
It won't be long now I
CAKE. UGH!
of the buildings can not affect hour and fifteen minute education classes.
Breakfast Fend . . .
the clocks.
Have you tried Sparkles?
The circuit was opened up just
No?
as the master clock struck the hour
Sparkles is the only breakfast
that the rest of the clocks had
food containing activated Neon.
been set. They all started togethFeed some to your family and
tr, and many people hope that the
watch their faces light up I
clocks will be able to stay together
Story . . .
for a long time.
Then there was the boat
The clocks in Kohl Hall, the
■ That went from one side of
Edited by Helen Bowan
new sorority houses, and the hosthe river
pital, do not work with the master
To the other side
Lt. Charles Buckanmayar, x'43, a paragives a bright, sallow, yellow complexion,
clock. These clocks work on elecAnd back—
however we figure it's better to have a yeltrical synchronous circuits sent trooper, has. been reported wounded in
And thon to the other side
out along the electrical lines. sction in France Nov. 4. He was a BGSU
low hide than no hide at all. Then too, since
And back—
They can never gain time, but grid star.
there are no proms etc. involving the fairer
(Kerry story)
they may lose it.
sex to demand our attention, nobody gives
Changes made . . .
Gertrude
Skidmore,
x'44,
has
joined
the
These clocks were also set by
a damn. Also if there is an invasion we may
The little rabbit's fairy godWAC and is now stationed in Washington
means of an adjustment which
confuse the enemy.
mother turned him into a Goon
speeds up the clock until the cor- D.C. Her address is Pvt. L. Gertrude Skidbecause he had been eating the
I must give you a word on the mosquitoes.
more
A608
267,
Sound
Signal
Service
Bn.,
rect time is reached.
farmer', carrots and cabbage..
Washington 25, D. C.
Also in WAC is
They are much larger in size and exceedingNow that all the clocks on the
But he was a smart rabbit and
Virginia Wilson, x'45, who reports to Fort
ly better educated than those of the United
be only laughed and said, "Oh
campus are together once again,
Des Moines, la. for her basic training Jan.
States. The concensus of opinion is that
wall, Hare today, Goon tomorthere can be no more excuses of,
they are all graduates of Iowa Pre-flight,
2. Miss Wilson is an Alpha Phi pledge.
"But, honey, our clock said ..."
for they fly in squadrons and attack their
Bob "Robin" Ba/tsch, x'44, who is now,
prey in Dive bomber fashion. The boys at
stationed in the Admiralty Islands, writes, "I
the sea-plane base tell of having gased one
arrived here about two months ago off a tin
of the ."flying Jangernauts" for two hours
can. The night we landed was damp and
before discovering their error.
rainy—my sea bag seemed to weigh a ton
((all the "bell hops" were out on liberty).
At present my work consists of being sent
After being led down a red mucky path to out to ships laying ,at anchor in the bay and
Seventeen states and four foreign countries are repre- a clearing in the jungle, I was shown my new attempting to repair radio and radar gear.
sented in the civilian student body of 1109, according to Dean home. This consisted of a plywood deck This is quite a contrast to the work I was
doing in New Guinea. There I worked with
about 16 ft. square and sheltered from the
Ralph G. Harshman, acting registrar.
Ohio students from 64 counties are registered here as sun and rain by a tent top. There are no the C.B.'s who made one of Coach Bob's
compared with 55 counties of last year, with Lucas, Wood, bulkheads to the structure thus proving to Tuesday night practices seem like a day off.
and Cuyahoga counties leading in enrollment figures. Lucas be a nautral ventilating system. I sleep, or My eyes have really been opened to the exFirst three cities leading in
rather I should say recline, on a cot with a
tensive task to be coped with out here. It's
enrollment are Toledo, 106; Clevea slow tedious process of crawling from
mosquito net canopy.
Panhell.
Sells
Seals
land, 92; Bowling Green, 62.
island to island, which amounts to crossing
"I've had so many shots I feel like a dartOf the students from foreign
Worth $54.80
Lake Erie onstepping stones.
You can
countries Catalina Spinetto is the
board on legs. We take attabrine as an adfarthest from home, being apdrive these Japs to live in the densest jungle,
Christmas seals purchased by ditional measure of protection against maproximately 5,500 miles from SanUniversity students totaled $54.80 laria, one of onr toughest enemies. The
but it doesn't seem to affect their ferocity.
tiago, Chile. Other students from
according to an announcement to- Jsps seem to be hoarding all the quinine
All I can say about our progress is the diffiforeign countries are Gloria Sapia
day from Mrs. W. C. Hoppes, local
(I guess the OPA didn't crack down on them
cult tasks we do immediately, and the imBlanco, Mexico City, Mexico; Jose
chairman of the drive.
Jaramillo, Lima, Peru; and Bette
possible sometimes takes a little longer. His
Attabrine comes in the
Panhellenlc council was in soon enough).
Spitler, St Thomas, O n t a ri o ,
charge of the drive on campus with
form of small pills and are taken every dsy address is R. Bertsch, RT 2/c. Navy 3205
Canada.
sorority members selling; seals in
Ship Repair Div. R., Fleet Post Office Unit
The seventeen states represent- the Well last Tuesday through with chow. Incidentally, continual consumped and the number of students Friday.
tion of these solidified forms of nitric acid No. 1, FPO San Francisco, Calif.
from each state are Connecticut,
This year,marks the 40th anni1; Florida, 3; Georgia, 1; Indiana, versary of the sale of Christmas
8; Illinois, 8; Kansas, 1; Maryland, seals. The design on this year's
1; Massachusetts, 2; Michigan, 31; seal was selected in memory of
Minnesota, 2.
Einar Holboell, Danish postal
New Jersey, 4; New York, 20; clerk, who first had the idea of
Pennsylvania, 3; Texas, 2; Ver- selling Christmas seals to raise
mont, 1; Virginia, 2; West Vir- funds to help the sick.
By Sid Free
A/S
ginia, 3. ■

Time and tide wait for no man, or any girl either. When
you take a glance around the campus and see the "Battle of
the Clocks," you wonder where the time that didn't wait went
to.
The time for a change has taken place with the1 synchronizing of all the clocks on the campus. Over the week-

Feeble Fables

raouDFOors

Bee Gel's

Ex-Grid Star Is Wounded

17 States and Five Nations
Represented By Civilians

Column Right!

He Rolls His Own

Students farthest from home
within the United States arc Mary
Helen Jaynes, El Paso, Tex., and
Eunice Griswold, McCamcy, Tex.
Mary Helen Jaynes formerly lived
in Bowling Green.

Man Shortage
Affects 'Messiah'
Handel would have been surprised if he had ever known that the
man shortage would affect his Mes- •
siah. But that is just why the
students of Bowling Green will not
have the opportunity to listen to
the beautiful strains of the Messiah this year.
Prof. M. C. McEwen announced
today that because of the lack of
suitable male voices either on campus or in town the annual performance will be discontinued for this
year. Then, too, the beginning of
school two months later than usual
has made it an impossibility to organise the chorus and rehearse
enough to give a satisfactory performance.
However if enough masculine
talent from the V-12's and civilian
men on campus and the men from
Bowling Green is found to balance

Christmas Tea Funds
Have Gone To War
The traditional
Alpha
Chi
Christmas Tea, which is always
scheduled for the last Sunday before the students are dismissed
for Christmas vacation, has been
cancelled for the duration. The
money thus saved will be used to
purchase a war bond.

'Pop* Bob Eckert Is
Missing In Action
Sgt. Bob Eckert, 1943 Bowling
Green graduate and former Five
Brother house director, was reported missing in action in Belgium.
Sgt. Eckert, a Five Brother, visited Bowling Green this fall before leaving for the European war
theatre.
the altos and sopranos, the Messiah will be presented just before
Easter, Professor McEwan said.
For the past two years the University has sponsored the performance of the Messiah. Previously
it has been sponsored by the city of
Bowling Green.

THE BOYS OVER THERE ...
The newspapers say that there's a clgaret
shortage, but Joe Fair, a second tenner from
Arkansas, just reads the papers and smiles.
Joe rolls his own cigareU, cowboy style.
That in itself isn't unusual, but Joe learned how to roll cigarets cowboy style only
after he had tried to make one of these new
mechanical elgaret-rollers work and didn't
quite succeed. He got disgusted, threw the
machine at the bulkhead and smashed it,
and started to roll his own—cowboy style.

ARE DOING THEIR PART ...
Bob Hyland, a third termer, has been doing his part to entertain the fellows on the
second deck with his guitar and wonderfully
mellow tenor voice.
Not even a broken
finger can stop him!
*
Herb Leflet, a second termer, has been
keeping up the morale, too. He blows soap
bubbles with his hands.

SO LETS SUPPORT THEM ...
Bob Bashore and his booster band have
been doing a swell job to keep things lively
at the basketball games. We especially enjoy the way they play " On, Wisconsin."
BY BUYING BONDS ...
Everybody at the Hall has been doing a

lot of worrying lately about Christmas shopping. Although buying bonds for presents
solves part of the problem, they're still wondering when they're going to find time to
get their gifts.
They're all wondering, that is, except
Eugana Isala. He says the biggest gift he's
going to give the folks back home is himself.

TIL IT HURTS ...
Several of the fellows have mentioned
that it sort of hurts to run by Williams Hall
in the dark for morning calistheniss and
realise that the girls are in there all sacked
in nice and cosily. Come on out and run
with us, girls. It's good for the figure 1
DURING THE PRESENT ...
The new system of distributing mail in
the rooms at the Hall has caused quite a bit
of favorable comment. Bernie Block says
that now that all the mail has to have room
numbers on it, it's just like living in a hotel.
SIXTH WAR LOAN DBJVEI
Nice going fellows on topping the Navy's
quota in the University's Sixth War Loan
Drive. And congratulations to everybody
else who is helping put Bowling Green over
the top. Have you done your part?

WAA Carnival Practice Meet With Findlay
Will be Jan. 20 Swimmers Today At 5 p.m.
By H.l.n AHion
WAA's traditional carnival will
be held Saturday night. Jan. 20,
.from 7 to 11:80 in the Women's
Building, Lois Kocklaun, general
chairman for the event, haa announced. Seventy-live per cent of
the proceeds this year will go to
United War Relief.
The main feature of the evening
will be the raffling off of a 25 dollar war bond. A chance for this
will go with the purchase of a general admission ticket for 26 cents.
Titles of committees indicate
what other activities will hold
highlights st the carnival. Names
of existing committees and their
chairmen follow: publicity, Ethel
Grover; ticket, Helen Strobel; music, Mary Alice Wolf; atmosphere,
Jo Ann Simmons; duck pins, Betty
Long; ring the duck, Esther
Davis; baseball throw, Jean Watt;
Hitler's face, Barbara Wolcott;
mouse, Beverly Millns; foxhole,
Jean Davison;- penny pitching,
Harriett Sunn; fortune telling,
Lucille Pope; door prises, Viola
Henke; basketball throw, Shirley
Guscott; golf putting, Phyllis
Gold; fun house, Dorothy Hall;
driving nails, Nancy Kinne; dart
game, Joy Imbody.
Other committees may be set up
later.
General co-chairmen for the carnival will be Virginia Smith and
Clara Jean Miller. June Smith
will act as mistress of ceremonies
and general barker.
Faculty advisers for the carnival are Miss Gertrude Eppler, in
charge of finance, tickets, and publicity; Miss Carolyn Shaw, floor
and atmosphere; and Miss Jane
Shoemaker, food and entertainment.
The general public, as well as
V-12 and civilian students will be
invited to attend, and Lois says
that a large publicity campaign
will be carried on to acquaint
everyone in the vicinity of Bowling
Green with the nature and purpose
of the carnival.
When the carnival was given two
years ago, both gyms in the Women's Building were packed. A
bond was raffled off at that time
also. No carnival was held last
year.
Miss Shaw states that similar
events were given by WAA as
early as 1928. They have gone by
various names, including "athletic
Carnival," "circus," "vaudeville,"
and "gym jamboree." Records of
previous carnivals are on file in
Miss Shaw's office.
Prior to 1942, proceeds from carnivals went exclusively to WAA.
In 1942, WAA donated 100 dollars,
76 per cent of the proceeds, to the
USO.

CLAZEL
FRI

SAT
Open 1:46 Sat.
Judy Canova in

The 1944-45 Falcon team opens its season against Findlay
high school in a practice meet here today at 5 a.m. in the Natatorium.
Two other practice meets have been scheduled with high
schools. Sandusky will meet the Orange and Brown here
Saturday, December 16 at 3:30 p.m. and Freemont will meet
the natators on Thursday, Dec. 21,
at 6:00 p.m. in the local pool.
The first intercollegiate mee^ is
scheduled with Oberlin College
here on January 28. Mora colleges are being contacted, but
Intramural touch football com- agreement on schedules have not
petition has reached its final been reached.
Findlay, the 1944 state chamstages, with teams still in the running having been narrowed down pions, have been weakened by
graduation, but are still expected
to four.
Those still participating will to display tough opposition.
It will be brother against brothtake part in the semi-finals and
finals, originally scheduled for er In the meet this afternoon when
early this week, but not played off Kay Burns, freshman free styler
and graduate of Findlay high
because of the weather.
meets his 16 year old brother in
Co. 3, PI. 2 has a clean record the free style races.
after having defeated Co. 1, PI. 1,
High school distances will be
6-0 in a close and hard fought used and theorder of events are:
battle, and downed the Co. 1, PI. 2 75 yard medley relay, 50 yard free
aggregation 12 to 8. Intramural style, 100 yard back stroke, 100
manager Don Macco made one yard breast stroke, 100 yard free
tally in this latter game while Milt style, 200 yard free style, diving
Lehr scored the other. They will and the 200 yard relay.
face Co. 2, PI. 1 in the semi-finals.
Free stylers who may see action
Of the four fraternities partici- in the events are: Kay Burns, Harpating only Beta Gamma remains old Williams, Wright Burnham,
undefeated. Last week the Beta Jack Donahue, Frank Krayer,
Gammas scored a 14 to 0 victory John Cool, Bob Hutchinson, Jim
over the ATO's who had previous- Cameron,
Ralph
Olsen,
Don
ly taken a game from Co. 2, PI. 2.
French,
Swimming the back stroke will
Co. 8, PI. 1 and Co. 2, PI. 1 still
remain in the race. The PiKA's be Frank Krayer, John Cool, and
were defeated 12 to 0 last Wed- Henry Krase.
Eddie Rankusin and Howard
nesday afternoon by Co. 3, PI. 1.
Roby will swim the breast stroke.
Howard Jesco tilted the score in
Possible divers are: Bob Kills,
the favor of Navy.
Bob McGahey, John Jackson,
Bernie Block of Co. 2, PI. 1
helped his team score their 12-0 Frank Krayer, and Bill McClaln.
triumph over Five Brothers. They
will face Co. 3, PI. 2 in the Semifinals, while the Beta Gamma's
will play Co. 3, PI. 1.

Touch Football
In Semi-Finals

2 Leagues Formed
In Bowling Class

Table Tennis Club
Has 17 Members
Try-outs for the Table Tennis
Club were completed Inst Thursday night with the club consisting
of 16 women and 12 men.
The women are: Jacqueline
Greenhill, Toledo; June Widner,
Lima; Janet Sauer, Dayton; Jean
O'Mrien, Canton; Alice Vietmier,
Toledo; Donna Bonnin, Bucyrus;
Nancy Kinne, Needham, Mass.;
Dorothy Hall, Lima; Lois Kochlaun, Cleveland; Virginia Smith,
Lima; Clare Miller, Bowling
Green; Shirley Guscott, Lakewood; Bonnie Sawyer, Rossford;
Arlene Staerns, Bowling Green;
and Betty Long, Cleveland.
Men in the club are: Bob Deuchler, Auroa, 111.; Bill Laurent, Chicago, III.; Jack Bomar, Ft. Madison. Iowa; Bob Highland, Newark,
N. J.; Don Prittic, Amherst; Bill
Zimmerman,
Cleveland;
Virgil
Droll, Ottowa;
Cosmo Plotts,
Findlay; Tom Mercer, Bowling
Green; Dick Seeman, Toledo;
Jacque Schultz, Swanton; and Kay
Bums, Findlay.

DISTINCTIVELY
FINE!
IMMACULATELY
CLEAN!

'Louisiana
Hayride'

1

—2nd HIT—
Randolph Scott, Barry
Fitzgerald in

'Corvette K-225'
SUN

Plans were made at the meeting
of the Bowling Club last Monday
for the formation of a bowling
league for women students.
The Bowling Club is a closed
club and requirement for membership is a bowling average of 100.
All advanced women bowlers are
urged to sign up so that a league
can be formed immediately. Any
group of girls on campus may if
they so desire, form a team and
enter the league.
Bowling will be every Saturday
at the downtown alleys from one
until three p.m.
At the close of the season It is
hoped that some means of recognition may be given the highest
team in the league.

Women's Gym Open Sat
The Women's Building Gym will
be open each Saturday morning
from 10 until 12 for women's
recreation.
Women may check
out equipment for recreation at
this time.
Facilities for table tennis are
being provided in the South Gym
while other games such as volleyplayed in the North Gym.

Ex-Coach Visits Campus
l.t. Fred Marsh USNR, former
golf coach of the University, visited the campus this week.
Lt. Marsh is stationed at the
Naval
Auxiliary
Air Station,
Chincotague, Virginia, where he is
Physical training officer for 1,200
men.
Besides coaching golf while at
the University he coached freshman football and basketball.
SCOUT LEADERS WANTED

MON

Open 1:45 Sun.
Ronald Colman, Marlene
Dietrich in
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Home Laundry

An, woman .Indent who
wishes to assist with Girl
Scout work may contact Mrs.
C. G. Swanson, telephone
7163.

Falcons Win
Th^e Games
The Orange and Brown
cage team added victories
two, three and four to the
young basketball season last
week by defeating Camp Perry, Western Kentucky State
Teachers College, and Crile
General Hospital of Cleveland.
Break University
scoring record
By defeating the Camp Perry
soldiers 103 to 36 in the local gym
last Thursday a new scoring record was set. The '43-'44 cage
team downed Case University 84
to 64 in Cleveland.
The first few minutes of the
game looked as though it would be
close as the soldiers were a point
in the lead until the score became
13 to 12 in the Falcons' favor.
Wyndol Gray and Johnny Payak,
freshman star began pouring in
shots and when the flurry stopped
the score was 23 to 13, the Falcons
leading. The Orange and Brown
then stepped up the scoring pace
and the half ended 61 to 18.
Midway in the third quarter
with the score 73 to 25 the Falcon
first team was sent to the showers.
The second team continued the
scoring marathon as Leo Kubiak
sank a long shot to tie the record
at 84 and Johnny Rosendale
bounced one in from the backboard to break the record.
With the crowd yelling for more
the entire team contributed baskets to make the final score 103 to
36.
The Kentucky thrill
almost a chill, 52 to 51
Meeting collegiate competition
for the first time this season proved almost fatal to the Falcons as
they stopped a last minute spree
by the Hilltoppers from Western
Kentucky State Teachers College.
Starting the game in typical
Falcon fashion, they ran the score
to 20 to 9 in the first quarter and
31 to 17 in the second quarter.
Then the Hilltoppers organized
and began an uphill climb.
Trailing by eight to ten points for
another quarter, lefthander Sinkhorn and guard Jim Huter sank
four quick goals to bring the score
Bowling Green 42, Western Kentucky 39.
With time running short the
tempo of play speeded and the
Falcons rallied to score 62 to 43.
Four quick baskets by Huter and
Kelly of the Hilltoppers forced the
Falcons to freese the ball the remaining seconds.
Bowling Croon 63,
Crile Hospital 36
Presenting a well balanced
team, the Soldiers of Crile General Hospital slowed the play* of the
Orange and Brown considerably,
but could not match the Falcons
sharp shooting.
Payak, Otten,
Whitehead, and Gray scored a 14,
13, 11, and 11 points respectively.
All students interested In
participating in men's oratory, women's oratory, or
peace oratory should too Dr.
Wayne Thompson, director of
forensic*, in 106 Administration Building this weak.

For THE MAN on
your
CHRISTMAS LIST
try

LEITMAN'S
WE HAVE EVERYTHING
YOU'LL BE WANTING TO
BUY HIM.

'KISMET'
in technicolor

atss^^^^^^^jm

TUES WED THURS
Fred MacMurray, Barbara
Stanwyck in

Come in and select a

Double
Indemnity'

compact for er Christmas Gift!

FRI

SAT

SUN

MON

Mae West Victor Moore in

The Heats On'
TUES WED THURS
Wallace Beery, Marjorie
Main in

'Rationing'

Falcon cagers will meet the Bobcats of Ohio University and
the Romulus Air Base Flyers over the weekend in quest of
their fifth and sixth victories. The Bobcats play host to Bee
Gee on Saturday evening, Dec. 16, at Athens, Ohio, and the
Falcons travel to Romulus, Mich., on Monday, Dec. 18.
The Bobcats opened their season last night against the Lockbourne Air Base quintet, an aggregation the Falcons downed 7543 in their curtain-raiser over a
week ago.
Coach Bill Trautwein is putting
his boys through stiff practice ses-

Riders Try For
Spur Tomorrow
Riders will show their form and
knowledge at the Hedden School
of Riding tomorrow at 4 p.m.
when members of the class will try
for the Spur, a pin given by H. G.
Hedden for excellent riding.
Then entrant will have to walk,
trot, canter, saddle, bridle and dismount while the horse is in action.
The pin is in the form of an
F.nglish Spur with the name Bowling Green state University engraved in silver.

Badminton Has
Five Tournaments
Women's badminton t o u r n aments move into, its second week
tomorrow as five Round Robin
tournaments are in action at the
same time.
There are 12 to 16 women in
each tournament which will be
settled by an elimination tournament after Christmas.
In addition to these regular
contestants there is a group of beginners, who arc receiving instruction in badminton every afternoon
at 4.
The badminton players are
working for a WAA sweater
award, which is given upon corncompleting eight seasons of intramural sports.

sions in preparation for the Bee
Gee game. The brunt of the Bobcat attack is expected to rest on
the shoulders of Mark Wylie, a
6 foot sophomore, forward who
led the team last year.
Their
starting live will average around
6 feet, with freshman Robert
Dickey, the tallest man on the
squad, standing at 6 foot 3 inches.
Trautwein is faced with the possible loss of several of his players
to the armed forces and he will be
hard up for replacements.
Last year the Falcons disposed
of the Bobcats 60-47 in one of
their 22 wins.
The Romulus Flyers will floor a
tough outfit against the Falcons
Monday night. Michigan University recently edged the Flyers 36,12 in a very close contest. Other
than the result of the Michigan
game, little is known of the Romulus team.
A week from Thursday Bee Gee
will get another crack at the Flyers when the Falcons entertain
them on the home court.
Two years ago the Flyers were
overwhelmed t>y Bee Gee to the
tune of 66-18.
After a close encounter Saturday evening with Western Kentucky at Cincinnati, Coach,
"Andy" Anderson is putting his
boys through stiff paces in preparation for the coming contests.

A gift under the
Christmas tree will
please the most
fastidious woman if
it's from

KESSEL'S

The

CHRISTMAS
VALUES
are as prevalent
as pills
at the

Rogers
Drug Store
COSMETICS
STATIONERY

***ON STORK
PHONE 8471

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Christmas Gift Idea!

ALBUMS
M-270 Bach Organ Music..
Albert Schweitzer

Even Santa has
Muir's Restaurant at
the top of his list of
good places to dine.

MUIR'S
Restaurant

Watches
Rings
Lapel Pins

Picture Frames
Handbags
Billfolds

MM-406 Tchaikowsky Symphony No. 5
in E Minor
—$5.77
The Cleveland Orchestra, Artur Rodzinski, Conductor
P-82 The birth of the Blues, Dixieland Jaix Group of
NBC's Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin
Street _
St. Louis Blues
St. Louis
Memphis Blues
Aunt Hagar'i
Careless Love
Beale Street Blues
John Henry
Joe Turner Blues

Columbia C-102 Benny Goodman
Sextet
Rose Room
Air Mail Special
Flying Home
I Found a New Baby

$2.62

East St. Louis Toodle-oo
The Mooche
Ring Dem Bells
Mood Indigo

(

South Main Street

Sweet Leilani
Lullaby of Broadway
,
When You Wish Upon a Star
The Last Time I Say Paris
The Way You Look Tonight

»2<»2
Blues
Blues
Blues
Blues

Poor Butterfly
Grand Slam
Wang Wang Blues
As Long As I Live

$2.62

Stompy Jones
Delta Serenade
Dusk
Warm Valley

P-136 Film Favorites, David Rose

N. S. CROSBY, Jewelers

$7.98

Toccata and fugue in D Minor
Prelude and fugue in C Major
Prelude and fugue in F Minor
Fantasia and fugue in F Minor
Fantasia and fugue in G Minor
Fugue in G Minor
Prelude and fugue in G Major

P-138 A Duke Ellington Panorama

Open 2:16 Sat
Dave 0'Brien,Jim Newill in

'Pinto bandit'

Cage Team Travels to Ohio V
a an
^atur
^
y ^ Romulus Monday
With four victories tucked safely under their belts, the

$2.08

Over The Rainbow
The Continental
Thanks for the Memory
•
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From Now-Tffl Christmas p(KA Will Have First Semi-Formal

The social schedule from now until Christmas vacation is
as follows:
Thursday and Friday, Dec. 14 and 16: "Boy Meets Girl"
in the Auditorium.
Saturday, Dec. 16: PiKA "Top Hatters Ball" in Rec Hall.
Sunday, Dec. 17: Silver Tea.
Wednesday, Dec. 20: Treble Clef's Christmas concert in
the Auditorium.
Thursday, December 21: WSGA-sponsored annual Christmas serenading.

Alpha Chi Omega Alumni Marry
Has Dinner Guests In Montpelier
Saturday evening, Dec. 9, Alpha
Chi Omega had for its dinner
guests Hr. and Mrs. Jack Rainey,
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Kennedy, Mrs.
Edward Raydure, Ann Kinker, and
Mary Ridenhouer.
Ruth Jean Walea, a sophomore
from North Baltimore, has been
elected to fill the office of corresponding
secretary,
succeeding
Phyllis Lowe who has withdrawn
from school. Virginia Cryer has
been recently elected activity chairman for the sorority.
The annual Christmas party will
be held in the chapter house, Dec.
21. Phyllis Rectz will be the acting general chairman.

Wanted!
Students who wish to work at
either the Nest or dormitories
should see A. B. Conklin, dean of
students. Both men and women
are needed.

Lauretta Brown, a graduate of
Bowling Green last June, and a
member of Alpha Phi, was married Sunday in Montpelier to Cpl.
Blaine Ebert of the Army Air
Corps, stationed in Lincoln, Neb.
on the Permanent Personnel Staff.
The double wedding ring ceremony was performed in the First
United Brethren Church in Montpelier. The bride was given in
marriage by her father and her sister was her matron of honor. Mrs.
Ebert wore the traditional gold
Alpha Phi bridal bracelet for the
ceremony. Alice Walbolt, senior,
sang "Because" and the Alpha Phi
Bweetheart songs.
Mrs. Jessie Lantz, housemother,
and seven sorority sisters attended
the wedding.
Mrs. Ebert was president of the
Home Economics club during her
senior year and Cpl. Ebert was
president of Student Council in
1942-1943. After her husband's
return to his post she will resume
her duties as home economics
teacher at Genoa.

Emerson Literary
Elects Officers

Been wondering
where to get a good,
quick snack???
^ Try

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

Emerson Literary Society, oldest campus club, has elected officers. Virginiu Schwinn, senior, is
president. Others are Betty Ruth
Knihill sophomore, vice president;
Helen Bowen, sophomore, secretary; and Betty Brenncman, Ireasurer. Prof John Schwurz is sponsor.
Gloria Stocker heads the program committee made up of MaryAnn Koeppe and Rosemary Romaker. Phyllis Luptan is the reporter and Jim Lauck sergeantnt-arms.

Kappa Delta Pi
Meets Tonight

M»mb*r FtdrnrU
R—rvt System

Bank of
Wood County
Federal Deposit
Insurant*

Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education association, will havo its
monthly meeting tonight at 8:15
in 200 Administration Building.
A talk, "Why I Favor Federal
Education Aid from the Negro
Viewpoint," will be given by Mrs.
Anthony Westerhof.

Prouts Have Tea

KvS3j" sh«d«. of shatzei Features "Girl We Want Most
To Tip Our Top Hats To"

The annual Silver Tea is to be in
the home of Pres. and Mrs. Frank
J. Prout, 838 East Wooster St.,
Sunday, between 2 and 5 p.m. The
Silver Tea ia sponsored by the
YWCA and the YMCA.
At this time a silver collection
will be taken up to be used for
charity or some other worthy community project.
The Silver Tea is an all#-campus
event and all members of the faculty and student body are invited.
As in the past much interest in the
Silver Tea is being displayed and a
large turn-out is expected.
Members of the Advisory Board
of the YWCA will pour.
In charge of activities are
Helen
Strobel, senior, service
chairman, and Hilda Krill, senior,
chairman of the tea.

Is You Is-Or Is You Ain't?
Room 14 Shall*. Hall i.
being occupied this year by a
freshman
named
Marietta,
Jones and her roommate, Betty Smitty, according to the
records in Dean A. B. Conk■ •»'• office. Dean Audrey
Wilder's office, and the Registrar's office. However, when
WSGA duet cards were being
checked, no record had been
made of Marietta's payment,
■o treasurer Jean Ricketti
started an investigation. The
outcome was that Mythical
Marietta had filed all her application cards, except the
one requiring fees.
Further inv estlgation
prooved that Room 14 is a
lavatory at Shatsel.

Sigma Tau Delta
Writes Operetta
Sigma Tau Delta, honorary
English fraternity, is writing an
operetta as its project in creative
writing this semester. The diologue will be taken from the story,
"Christmas Truants" and the music, from Gilbert and Sullivan's
Pirate* of Pensance.
Meetings are held twice a month.
On the second Wednesday the
meeting is held at Dr. Rea McCain's home, and on the fourth
there is a dinner meeting at the
Nest
The president this year is Gene
Mooney; vice president, Helen
Pugh; secretary, Mary Jo Davis;
treasurer, Mary Helen Jaynes.
Other members are Regina Davies,
Ellen Canfield, and Pat Smythe.

Two Professors
Attend Conference
Dean Clyde Hiaaong, head of
the college of education, and Dr.
Herschel Litherland, director of
student teaching, will attend the
State Department of Education
conference Friday and Saturday in
Columbus.
Deans of the colleges of education and directors of student
teaching from the five state universities in Ohio will attend the
meeting, where the post-war educational needs of returned veterans will be the topic.

White Is President
Of Forensics
For your
all important
Holly-dates

B, Bobbi. Si.np.on
Freshman follies are quite the
thing at ye ole dorm, and to head
the list we find Glenn* Smith as
the author of a new book entitled
Menus For Mice. The mice are
on a specially prepared diet, different each night. P.S.—A funeral
for four was carried out this week.
Poor Mickey.
And "Ginni Corrigaa and an
accomplice in crime, Flippy Sang•ton have applied for a new Job.
In the post-war period, since the
men will all be tired, they are going to be movers. Just to keep in
practice, they threw around a few
pieces of furniture from room 30
—even taking the beds apart.
We love to confuse people, but
to some it's not amusing. What?
The Hounr twins of course.
Sandy and Cay* are really keeping folks on their toes. It would
be nice if they could skip classes
for each other. I'm afraid that
profs are a wee bit more discriminating than the kids on campus.
Sporting a lovely maroon Oldsmobile, Henny McGraw has been
flashing about campus giving
everyone a thrill—and also causing envious eyes to be turned in
her direction.
Shatzel serenades are quite
popular in the upstairs corridar
when, by request, Kit Spacia and
Marilyn Gcbh.rt come forth with
some mellow notes. We also hear
that Sue Kilmer and Grace Scholt
are equally versatile. How about
some quartet work, kids?
We're proud to see three Shatzel
names on the final tabulation for
class officers . . . "Li* Roulet, Al
Vi.tm.Lr, and
Sl.irl.y Wall.
And they are keeping in the lime
light! The last squint I had at
Al, she was perched on a ladder,
putting lights on the Christmas
tree. And Liz is supplying the
Santa Claus . . . Her unshaven
man is sporting a five inch beard.
Bet he'll take it ofF before he
reaches Toledo on the 24th.
Becky Bochk is also getting her
Christmas present early; Bob and
a new ring will be in town on
Christmas Eve.

Treble Clef Tours
In Spring Of '45
Treble Clef's 1045 spring tour
will be highlighted by a concert in
Severance Hall, Cleveland. Marjorie Keyerleber, business manager, has begun arrangements for
two concerts at Thompson Aircraft Products Company to cover
the rental of the hall.
By repeating their program at
the St. Paul's Methodist Church,
Treble Clef begins its trip at Toledo, leaving the next day for
Cleveland. Tentative plans may
include Lakewood High School,
Euclid Central and Euclid Shore
High Schools.
After four days in Cleveland,
the choir will go by boat to De-

Christmat Shopping
ii easy at

The "Top Hatter's Ball," first semi-formal dance of the
season will be presented Saturday night by Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity. Will Keating's orchestra will furnish the music
from 8:30 to 11:30 in the Rec. Hall.
Highlight of the evening will be the PiKA's presentation
of "the girl you would most like to tip your top hat to."

Walbolt Is Prexy
Of Cap-And Gown
Alice Walbolt is president of
Cap and Gown, senior women's
honorary modeled after the national organisation Mortar Board.
Other new officers are Janet Holtmeyer, vice president; Janet MacDonald, secretary; and Virginia
Keller, treasurer.
The ten active members of the
organization were chosen last
spring. Cap and Gown was started three years ago and has as its
advisers Miss Audrey Kenyon Wilder, dean of women, and faculty
members and wives who are Mortar Board members. Miss Maribeth Kitt, violin instructor, is the
latest addition to the group of
sponsors.
The next meeting will be a dinner Jan. 8 in the Falcon's Nest
at which the group will decide
upon a campus project for the remainder of the year.

Annual Caroling
Will Be Dec. 21
WSGA's second annual all-campus Christmas caroling will be
Thursday evening, Dec. 21, immediately after the basketball game.
Caroling will begin in one of the
dorms and will go progressively
from dorm to dorm with each
group of residents joining the
carollers. A party will be held in
the Rec Hall as a climax for the
evening.
Complete plans will be announced by the WSGA in next week's
Bee Gee News.

Eleven year old vocalist, Bonnie
Schwere, who made a command
appearance with Bob Hope recently, will be featured with Will
Keating's orchestra. She appeared for several years at Ruggles
Beach Sandusky.
The decoration committee, Olsa
Dunlap, Jack McCabe, and Hal
Potts, have announced that the
color scheme for the first annual
Top Hatters Ball will be black and
white.
Bob Smith and Charlie
Decker are in charge of advertising, and Norm Kinsley and Bob
Ashbock arc in charge of refreshments.

Ferris Directs
WSGA War ReUef
Lois Ferris, junior, is chairman
of the war relief committee set
up by the WSGA executive board.
This year, as last, WSGA is sponsoring the campus drive for each
organization to back one phase of
war relief during the school year.
Marjorie Humman, sophomore,
is Lois's assistant. The two will
see to it that each organization
and residence on the campus
chooses a project and carries it
through.
Last year the groups took such
projects as Russian,
Chinese,
British, and Greek war relief and
the making of USO scrapbooks.

troit, Mich., and then back to Bowling Green. Other plans include
a possible radio broadcast over a
national hookup.

Centre Drug
Store
Walgreen Agency
102 N. Main St.

For your every drug
store need

CHRISTMAS
GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
FROM

Rappaport's
Gifts
Toys
Dolls Games
Novelties
"Com* fa and look around,
you are always welcome"

At the first meeting of Pi Kappa
Delta, national honorary society
in forensics, Tuesday, Dec. 6, new
officers were elected for the year.
They are President, Alice White;
vice president, Martha Transuc;
and secretary-treasurer, Lucille
Pope.
Students can secure membership
into this organization through successful participation in intercollegiate forensic events.

Costume Jewelry

Billfolds

Lucien LeLong
Colognes and I'erufmes

Scrap Books
Photo Albums

Handkerchiefs

Rings

Stationery

Photo Frames

Dresser Sets
Book Ends

You'll need a dress for those gay

Courtley for Men
Colognes - Soaps

Christmas festivities.
HOLLY-DAY
Our stunning gowns are definitely real
mistletoe bait.

Your car needs protection from weather
—have it checked at

NUk
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GOODIES
• FRUIT CAKE
• CHRISTMAS COOKIES
• PIES

Art Dott's
Hi-Speed Sta.

Christmas Cards

ROSS BAKERY

KLEVER'S JEWELRY STORE
Gifts for Every Occasion
121 N. Main Street

